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Abstract. We give an algebro-geometric construction of the Hitchin connection, valid also
in positive characteristic (with a few exceptions). A key ingredient is a substitute for the
Narasimhan-Atiyah-Bott Kähler form that realizes the Chern class of the determinant-of-
cohomology line bundle on the moduli space of bundles on a curve. As replacement we use
an explicit realisation of the Atiyah class of this line bundle, based on the theory of the trace
complex due to Beilinson-Schechtman and Bloch-Esnault.

1. Introduction

1.1. The Hitchin connection was originally introduced in [Hit90a], with a two-fold motivation.
The first was an elucidation of the 2`1 dimensional topological quantum field theory proposed
by Witten to explain the polynomial Jones invariants for knots [Wit89, Ati90]. The second was
the question of the dependency of the geometric quantisation of a symplectic manifold on the
choice of polarisation.

In a beautiful construction, Hitchin exhibited a flat projective connection on the bundles of
non-abelian theta functions over the base of a family of compact Riemann surfaces. For a
fixed Riemann surface, the corresponding vector space can be understood to be the geometric
quantisation of the moduli space of flat unitary connections on the underlying surface. The
latter carries a canonical symplectic structure, but the complex structure on the surface also
equips the moduli space with a Kähler polarisation, and the connection indicates precisely how
the quantisation varies.

Even though the construction of the connection uses analytic and Kähler techniques throughout,
it was already observed by Hitchin that the end result could entirely be interpreted in terms of
algebraic geometry, and should in fact hold in positive characteristic as well (see [Hit90b, §5]).
This in itself is not too surprising, bearing in mind that one of the sources of inspiration for
Hitchin was the work of Welters [Wel83], which generalised the heat equation that (abelian)
theta-functions had classically been know to satisfy to positive characteristic. Welters work
was probably the first in which a cohomological approach to heat equations was developed; the
non-abelian situation is quite a bit more involved, however.

The aim of this paper now is to give a new, purely algebro-geometric, construction of the Hitchin
connection, without using any analytic or Kähler techniques. This construction works as well
in positive characteristic (apart from a few exceptions, see below), which as far as we are aware
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is a first, for either the Hitchin connection itself or any of the equivalent connections (such as
the KZB or TUY/WZW connection from conformal field theory – see however [SV19] for a
recent study of the KZ equation in positive characteristic). We stress that the construction
only involves (finite-dimensional) algebraic geometry, and in particular no infinite-dimensional
representation theory – the only prerequisites needed are covered by [Gro61].

Key elements in our construction are a framework for connections coming from heat operators
in algebraic geometry, due to van Geemen and de Jong [vGdJ98], as well as a substitute for
the Narasimhan-Atiyah-Bott Kähler form [Nar70, AB83], which according to Quillen [Qui85]
realizes the Chern class of the determinant-of-cohomology line bundle. The serendipitous sim-
ilarity between this Kähler form and the quadratic part of the Hitchin system were crucially
used in [Hit90a] to obtain the Hitchin connection in the complex case.

We compensate for the absence of this Kähler form by interpreting the cohomology class of the
line bundle as an Atiyah class. This difference in guaranteeing the cohomological conditions of
the Theorem of van Geemen and de Jong forms the bulk of our work. An essential ingredient
of our construction is the description of the Atiyah algebra of the theta line bundle over the
moduli space in terms of the first direct image of the Atiyah algebra of a universal bundle
(Theorem 4.4.1). A complete proof is given in section 5 and in appendices A and B, whose aim
is to give a simplified and self-contained presentation of the results used in the proof of this
theorem, i.e. the theory of the trace complex [BS88], [BE02] and some additional inputs worked
out in [ST04], describing the behaviour of the above objects when replacing a universal bundle
by its endomorphism bundle. We observe that the paper [ST04] also describes a construction
of the Hitchin connection, but the strategy in [ST04] is different from ours: they construct the
Hitchin connection by relying on another argument from [Fal93], whereas our approach seeks
to verify directly the van Geemen–de Jong criterion for the liftability of a symbol map to a heat
operator.

1.2. At this point, we would like to make a few comments on the relationship of this work to
the existing literature. As already mentioned, we will follow the algebro-geometric framework
of van Geemen and de Jong [vGdJ98] for connections induced by heat operators. This provides
a purely cohomological criterion for the existence of a heat operator with a prescribed symbol
map.

In [vGdJ98, §2.3.8] van Geemen and de Jong show how their framework of connections induced
by heat-operators easily re-captures Welters’ construction of the Mumford-Welters projective
connection on bundles of theta functions. The main point of their work is to use this framework
(which we resume below in Theorem 3.4.1) to construct a Hitchin connection (in complex
algebraic geometry) in the particular case of rank 2 bundles on genus 2 curves (which was
excluded from Hitchin’s original work, and indeed from ours as well). They do not re-establish
the Hitchin connection in all other cases though, and in this sense the present paper exactly
complements their work.

We remark that several other algebro-geometric descriptions of connections on bundles of non-
abelian theta functions have appeared in the literature – e.g. [Fal93, Ram98, Gin95, Ran06,
ST04, BZF04]. It is not always clear however exactly how these connections are related, see e.g.
[AIM], and for various reasons they are all restricted to characteristic zero. None also directly
use the framework of van Geemen and de Jong. We remark that many of the properties of
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Hitchin’s original connection like e.g. monodromy [LPS13] or projective flatness of strange
duality maps [Bel09] have been proved with representation-theoretical methods, more precisely
by using its equivalence, due to Laszlo [Las98], with the TUY/WZW connection on spaces of
conformal blocks [TUY89, Tsu93]. For most of the cited works the relationship with conformal
blocks is undeveloped (they have of course other motivations: e.g. [ST04], which together with
[Gin95] is probably closest to our approach, is particularly focused on the logarithmic description
of the connection as the curves degenerate to nodal singularities). We therefore thought it
useful to establish the Hitchin connection itself, in the original context (moduli of bundles with
trivial determinant over curves), in a purely algebro-geometric way that nevertheless manifestly
gives the same connection as Hitchin, and to which Laszlo’s theorem immediately applies.
For completeness, we mention that there are several other constructions in the literature of a
differential geometric or Kähler nature, e.g. [AGL12, ADPW91, SS95].

We want to mention that (because of Laszlo’s theorem) the term Hitchin connection is often
loosely employed to refer to any of a number of equivalent projective connections. We shall
use it in a much stricter sense however, as a connection arising through a heat operator with a
prescribed symbol map (see below).

In this context the terminology non-abelian theta functions is frequently used (including by us),
even though that is in fact slightly misleading. Our construction of the connection only works
for moduli spaces of bundles with trivial determinant, or equivalently, SLprq-principal bundles.
At various places the (semi-)simplicity is crucial, and as far as we are aware there is currently
no construction that works immediately for arbitrary reductive groups. Indeed, a connection
for moduli of GLprq-principal bundles was crucially needed in [Bel09], but this was created out
of an SLprq-connection and an (abelian) Gm-connection.

1.3. As a motivation for looking at the Hitchin connection from a purely algebro-geometric
point of view, we would like to highlight three contexts. The first is the Grothendieck-Katz p-
curvature conjecture [Kat72], which (roughly speaking) claims that every algebraic connection
which is formulated in sufficient generality and has vanishing p-curvature when reduced mod p
for almost all p should have finite monodromy in the complex case. Presumably motivated by
this conjecture it was originally expected (see [BM94, §7]) that the Hitchin connection would
have finite monodromy. However, it was shown by Masbaum in [Mas99] that, for rank 2, the
image of the corresponding projective representation of the mapping class group will, for all
genera and almost all levels, contain elements of infinite order. This came somewhat as a sur-
prise, as the connection for abelian theta-functions was well known to have finite monodromy
from Mumford’s approach through theta groups. Masbaum was working with a skein-theoretic
approach to these representations, but the equivalence of this picture with the Hitchin con-
nection follows from the work of Andersen and Ueno [AU15] combined with Laszlo’s theorem.
Masbaum’s result was also directly re-derived in an algebro-geometric context by Laszlo, Sorger,
and the fourth named author [LPS13]. We hope that our construction can be a starting point
for investigating the p-curvature of the Hitchin connection.

The second is the question of integrality of TQFTs, and the related topic of modular rep-
resentations of the mapping class group. Various results have been obtained here through a
skein-theoretic approach, cfr. [Gil04, GM07, GM14, GM17], but so far a geometric counterpart
is missing. We again hope that the current work can help shed light on these issues.
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Finally we would like to mention various generalisations of the connection constructed here, by
looking at variations of the moduli problem of vector bundles on curves. A minor variation is
by looking at moduli spaces of G-principal bundles, where G is a semi-simple group. One could
also equip the curve with marked points, and look for parabolic structures of the bundle at these
points. All of these can be understood as special cases of the moduli problem of G-torsors, where
G is a parahoric Bruhat-Tits group scheme over the curve (see e.g. [PR10, Hei10, BS15]). We
hope to come back to the Hitchin connection in this generality in the near future, and expect
that the construction developed in this paper, bypassing the need for an explicit description of
a Kähler form, will facilitate this.

1.4. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 a summary of Hitchin’s
work is given, explaining the context of variation of Kähler polarisation in geometric quan-
tisation. There are essentially two parts to this: a general framework that gives conditions
under which a projective connection exists (Theorem 2.1.1), and a discussion of why these
conditions are satisfied in the case of moduli spaces of flat unitary connections on surfaces.
Though none of what follows later logically depends on this, we nevertheless wanted to include
a brief overview of Hitchin’s original construction to highlight the extent to which our exposition
parallels his.

The remainder of the paper is then concerned with our algebro-geometric construction of the
Hitchin connection. In Section 3, after a quick review of Atiyah sequences and Atiyah classes,
the notion of heat operators, their relations to connections, and the main framework of van
Geemen and de Jong is given (Theorem 3.4.1). We present the latter as a counterpart to
Theorem 2.1.1, and for completeness we have included a proof of it and of Hitchin’s flatness
criterion (Theorem 3.5.1), to highlight that these results hold in arbitrary characteristic, as the
original discussion in [vGdJ98] was strictly speaking just in a complex context.

Section 4 then goes on to show that the conditions of Theorem 3.4.1 are indeed satisfied,
culminating in Theorem 4.8.1. The primary tool to this end is Proposition 4.7.1, and most
of the rest of the section is essentially a (necessarily lengthy) mise en place to obtain this
result. As stated above, the key element is Theorem 4.4.1, which realizes the Atiyah class of
the determinant-of-cohomology line bundle as a particular extension, given as the first derived
functor of the push down of the dual of the Atiyah sequence of the universal bundle on the
moduli space of bundles. This provides an analogue to the theorem of Quillen that realizes
the Chern class of the line bundle as a particular Kähler form. Just as in Hitchin’s original
approach, it is this particular realisation that allows us to verify the cohomological conditions
of Theorem 3.4.1. Theorem 4.4.1 is itself obtained from a variation on the theory of the trace
complex, of which we give a self-contained account in Appendix A. The proof of Theorem 4.4.1
takes up Section 5. Finally, the other appendices contain proofs of various facts we use in
the main body of the article, but for which we could not find references in the generality we
needed.

1.5. To finish the introduction, we state the necessary restrictions on the characteristic p of
the base field k, and their sources. The first limitation that we encounter is due to the use of
the trace and the trace pairing:

tr : EndpEq O, Tr : EndpEq ˆ EndpEq O.
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We need these to behave similarly as they do in characteristic zero. In particular we want
the trace tr to split equivariantly , i.e. EndpEq “ End0pEq ‘ O, where End0pEq is the kernel
of tr. This is induced from an SLprq-equivariant splitting of the short exact sequence of Lie
algebras

0 slprq glprq k 0,

which requires p - r. Secondly, we want the trace pairing Tr, which is non-degenerate for
all possible characteristics p and r “ rkpEq, to remain non-degenerate when restricted to
End0pEq ˆ End0pEq. This is again true if and only if p - r.

The second limitation is due to the use of differential operators (cf. [Gro61, IV, §16.8]) and their
symbols: in characteristic p ą 0 one considers the algebra of differential operators associated

to the Atiyah algebra Dp1qM{SpLq and defined as a quotient of its universal enveloping algebra –

see [BS88, 1.1.3]. Up to order k “ p ´ 1 these however coincide with DpkqM{SpLq, and we have

the symbol map to Symk TM{S with its usual properties at our disposal. As the construction
of connections via heat operators uses second order operators and their symbols, we exclude
characteristic 2; in the flatness criterion also third-order symbols appear, hence there we also
exclude p “ 3.

Furthermore, we also use trace complexes; the original reference avoids positive characteristic,
but as we use only part of the theory we check in Appendix A that everything works with
the restrictions already in place: in order for the residue Ăres from [BS88, page 658] to be well
defined, we need to avoid characteristic 2.

The third and last limitation is due to the formula in Thm. 4.8.1, where there is a factor 1
r`k .

Hence we also need to assume that p - pr ` kq.

1.6. Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Jørgen Andersen, Prakash Belkale,
Cédric Bonnafé, Najmuddin Fakhruddin, Emilio Franco, Bert van Geemen, Jochen Heinloth,
Nigel Hitchin, Gregor Masbaum, Swarnava Mukhopadhyay, Jon Pridham, Brent Pym, Pavel
Safronov, Richard Wentworth and Hacen Zelaci for useful conversations and remarks at various
stages of this work. This work grew out of another project of the first and third named authors
that was joint with Jørgen Andersen, Peter Gothen and Shehryar Sikander – they thank all
three of them for related discussions.

2. Heat operators and connections - summary of the work of Hitchin

We outline in this section the original work of Hitchin that establishes the flat projective
connection on bundles of non-abelian theta functions. Hitchin’s motivation came from geometric
quantisation and Kähler geometry, and he mainly used analytic or Kähler techniques.

2.1. Change of Kähler polarisation. Inspired by earlier work of Welters [Wel83], the Hitchin
connection was introduced in [Hit90a] in the context of geometric quantisation: given a com-
pact (real) symplectic manifold pM, ωq, with pre-quantum line bundle L, Hitchin studied how
the geometric quantisations with respect to different Kähler polarisations were related. In par-
ticular, he gave the following general criterium for the existence of a projective connection on
the bundle of quantisations:
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Theorem 2.1.1 (Hitchin, [Hit90a, Theorem 1.20]). Given a family of Kähler polarisations on
M, such that for each polarisation we have

(a) The map

Yrωs : H0pM, TMq H1pM,OMq

is an isomorphism (this means that there are no holomorphic vector fields which fix L,

i.e. H0pM,Dp1qM pLqq “ H0pM,OMq);

(b) For each s P H0pM, Lq and tangent vector
.
I to the base of the family there exists a

smoothly varying

Ap
.
I, sq P H1pM,Dp1qM pLq

.s
Ñ Lq

such that the symbol ´iσ1pAp
.
I, sqq equals the Kodaira-Spencer class r

.
Is in

H1pM, TMq.

Then this defines a projective connection on the bundle of projective spaces PpH0pM, Lqq over
the base of the family.

Here Dp1qM pLq denotes the sheaf of first order differential operators on L and σ1 its symbol map

to TM. The map .s : Dp1qM pLq Ñ L is just given by evaluating the differential operators on the
section s, and H1 stands for the first hypercohomology group of the two-term complex.

Note that the space of infinitesimal deformations of the pair pM, Lq is given by

H1pM,Dp1qM pLqq, and likewise the space of infinitesimal deformations of the triple

pM, L, sq, for s P H0pM, Lq, is given by H1pM,Dp1qM pLq
.s
Ñ Lq (cfr. [Wel83, Proposition

1.2]).

2.2. Moduli spaces of flat unitary connections. Moreover, Hitchin then showed that the
conditions of Theorem 2.1.1 are satisfied in the case where pM, ωq is the space of flat, unitary,
tracefree connections on the trivial rank r bundle over a closed oriented surface C of genus g ě 2
(with the exception of the case r “ 2, g “ 2), and L “ Lk is a power of the positive generator
L of its Picard group. This space is not quite a manifold, but its smooth locus is canonically a
symplectic manifold, with ω the Goldman-Karshon symplectic form (which uses a Killing form
on the Lie algebra of SUprq).

If C is equipped with the structure of a Riemann surface (or, equivalently, regarded as a smooth
complex projective curve), then M can be understood as the moduli space of semi-stable rank r
vector bundles with trivial determinant, which is a projective variety. The symplectic form ω is
then moreover a Kähler form, as discussed by Narasimhan [Nar70] and Atiyah-Bott [AB83]. By
Quillen’s theorem [Qui85], the inverse L of the determinant-of-cohomology line bundle provides
a pre-quantum line bundle.
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In particular, we can understand the Ap
.
I, sq as follows in this situation: we have the short

exact sequence of complexes

(1)
0 Dp1qM pLkq Dp2qM pLkq Sym2 TM 0

0 Lk Lk 0 0.

.s .s

This gives a connecting homomorphism

(2) δ : H0pM, Sym2pTMqq H1pM,Dp1qM pLkq .s
Ñ Lkq.

On the other hand, the quadratic part of the Hitchin system (which also uses the Killing form)
gives, for every holomorphic vector bundle E on C with trivial determinant, a map

Sym2H0pC, End0pEq bKCq H0pC,K2
Cq,

where KC is the canonical bundle of C. Dualizing this, and using Serre duality on C gives, for
each E, a map

H1pC, TCq Sym2H1pC, End0pEqq,

where End0pEq is the sheaf of trace-free endomorphisms of E. Since for each stable E the space
H1pC, End0pEqq is the tangent space to the moduli space (in casu M), we can write this as a
map

(3) ρ : H1pC, TCq H0pM,Sym2 TMq.

Composing this with (2) gives a linear map

Ap., sq : H1pC, TCq H1pM,Dp1qM pLkq s
Ñ Lkq

which depends smoothly on s, and which Hitchin shows (after a rescaling by 1
r`k ) to satisfy the

condition in (b) of Theorem 2.1.1.

Remark 2.2.1. Some key steps in Hitchin’s approach were fundamentally differential geometric
or Kähler in nature. In particular, the explicit description of the Narasimhan-Atiyah-Bott
Kähler form, and its similarity to the symmetric two-tensors given by the symbol was crucially
used.

3. Hitchin-type Connections in Algebraic Geometry

An algebro-geometric framework for connections determined by a heat equation (like the Hitchin
connection) was developed by van Geemen and de Jong in [vGdJ98]. Besides being set in
algebraic geometry as opposed to Kähler geometry, this description is also more local, in contrast
with the infinitesimal framework of Theorem 2.1.1 of Hitchin (the latter is not a substantional
difference however, cfr. [vGdJ98, §2.3.4]). We summarise the main parts and some related
prerequisites below.

From now on, everything will be defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic
different from 2. We have to exclude characteristic 2 for a variety of reasons, but in particular
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will also split the projection Tb2
M Ñ Sym2 TM throughout. In this general section, MÑ S will

be a smooth morphism of smooth schemes.

3.1. Atiyah Algebroids, (projective) connections, and Atiyah classes. Our approach
to connections essentially follows Atiyah’s seminal exposition [Ati57], but in this context we will
phrase everything in terms of vector bundles rather than work with principal bundles.

Atiyah algebroids. Let DpnqM pEq be the sheaf of differential operators of order at most n on a
vector bundle E over M. The associated symbol map will be denoted

σn : DpnqM pEq Ñ Symn TM b EndpEq.

Definition 3.1.1. The Atiyah sequence associated to a vector bundle E ÑM is the top row
of the following diagram

0 EndpEq ApEq TM 0

0 EndpEq Dp1qM pEq TM b EndpEq 0.

´bIdE
σ1

The middle term ApEq is called the Atiyah algebroid associated to E (or, strictly speaking, to
the frame bundle associated to E, which is a GL-principal bundle).

Definition 3.1.2. We will denote by AM{SpEq, the relative Atiyah algebroid associated to a
vector bundle E Ñ M, where M comes with a morphism π : M Ñ S onto a base scheme S.
The associated relative Atiyah sequence is the top row of the following pull-back diagram:

(4)
0 EndpEq AM{SpEq TM{S 0

0 EndpEq ApEq TM 0.

where TM{S is the subsheaf of vector fields tangent along the fibers, i.e.,

TM{S “ KerpTM Ñ π˚TSq.

Finally, we need to define the trace-free Atiyah algebroid for vector bundles with trivial de-
terminant. Pushing out the standard Atiyah sequence by the trace map EndpEq Ñ O gives
a morphism of the Atiyah sequene of E to that of detpEq. If the latter is trivial, its Atiyah
sequence splits canonically, giving rise a morphism tr : ApEq Ñ O. We define the trace free
Atiyah algebroid A0pEq to be the kernel of this map. This all fits together in a commutative
diagram (with exact horizontal rows and left vertical row)

0 End0pEq A0pEq TM 0

0 EndpEq ApEq TM 0

0 O ApdetpEqq – O ‘ TM TM 0.

σ1

tr

σ1

tr`σ1

The algebroid A0pEq can be understood, in the language of principal bundles, as arising from the
SLprq-principal frame bundle of E. Analogously there is also a relative version A0

M{SpEq.
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Assuming p - r, we have a direct sum decomposition EndpEq “ End0pEq ‘OM and we denote
by q : EndpEq Ñ End0pEq the projection onto the first direct summand. In this case, the
trace-free Atiyah algebroid is also canonically isomorphic to the projective Atiyah algebroid,
i.e. the push-out of the standard Atiyah sequence by the map q as follows

0 EndpEq ApEq TM 0

0 End0pEq A0pEq TM 0.

q

We will make this identification throughout.

Atiyah classes. We will also need a relative version of the Atiyah class for a line bundle L. There
are a number of ways this can be defined; perhaps the easiest is by taking the top sequence of
(4), tensoring it with Ω1

M{S , and applying π˚ to obtain a long exact sequence (of course for line

bundles we have canonically EndpLq – O).

Definition 3.1.3. The image of the identity π˚ Id P π˚
`

Ω1
M{S b TM{S

˘

under the connecting

homomorphism yields a global section of R1π˚
`

Ω1
M{S bEndpEq

˘

, which we shall refer to as the

relative Atiyah class, and denote by rLs.

Note that the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence obtained by applying π˚ to
the top sequence of (4) is given by cupping with rLs and contracting. In the absolute case, the
Atiyah class is the obstruction to the existence of a connection on L; a similar interpretation
holds in the relative case, though we will not use this. If M is complex Kähler, rLs is just the
relative Chern class.

The following lemma probably dates back to [Ati57], see e.g. [Loo13, p. 431].

Lemma 3.1.4. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety, L a line bundle, k a positive integer, then
we have an isomorphism of short exact sequences

0 OX ApLbkq TX 0

0 OX ApLq TX 0.
1
k

Projective connections.

Definition 3.1.5. Given a vector bundle E on a variety M, a (Koszul) connection ∇ on E is
a OM-linear splitting of the Atiyah algebroid:

0 EndpEq ApEq TM 0.

∇

The connection is said to be flat (or integrable) if ∇ preserves the Lie brackets (where the Lie
bracket on ApEq is just the commutator of differential operators).
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The Hitchin connection is a projective connection. There are a number of ways one can encode
what a projective connection is: one could think in terms of PGL principal bundles, or work
with the projectivisation PpEq of E, or work with twisted D-modules (cfr. [BK90], [Loo13, §1]).
In our context, the most useful one is the following.

Definition 3.1.6. Given a vector bundle E on M as before, a projective connection is a
splitting

0 EndpEq{OM ApEq{OM TS 0.

∇

It is again flat if ∇ preserves the Lie brackets.

3.2. Heat operators. Consider a smooth surjective morphism of smooth schemes π : MÑ S,
and a line bundle LÑM such that π˚L is locally free, hence a vector bundle. The connection
we construct will live on the projectivisation Pπ˚L, but everything below will be expressed in
terms of vector bundles, not projective bundles.

We will denote by DpnqM{SpLq the subsheaf of DpnqM pLq consisting of differential operators of order

at most n that are π´1pOSq linear. The symbol maps

σn : DpnqM{SpLq Symn TM{S

take values in Symn TM{S .

We are now interested in the sheaf

WM{SpLq “ Dp1qM pLq `Dp2qM{SpLq Ă Dp2qM pLq.

Besides the second order symbol map

σ2 : WM{SpLq Sym2 TM{S ,

on this sheaf of differential operators, there is a subprincipal symbol

(5) σS : WM{SpLq π˚TS , xσSpDq, dpπ
˚fqys “ Dpπ˚fsq ´ π˚fDpsq.

where s is a local section of L and f a local section of OS ; both well-definedness and the Leibniz
rule follow from the property of the second order symbol

Dpfgsq “ xσ2pDq, df b dgys` fDpgsq ` gDpfsq ´ fgDpsq.

Thus we have a short exact sequence

(6) 0 Dp1qM{SpLq WM{SpLq π˚pTSq ‘ Sym2 TM{S 0.
σS‘σ2

We can now define

Definition 3.2.1 ([vGdJ98, 2.3.2]). A heat operator D on L is a OS-linear map of coherent
sheaves

D : TS π˚WM{SpLq
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such that σS ˝ rD “ Id, where rD is the equivalent (by adjunction) OM-linear map

rD : π˚TS ÑWM{SpLq.

Similarly a projective heat operator is a map

D : TS
`

π˚WM{SpLq
˘

{OS .

Given such a heat operator, we refer to

π˚pσ2q ˝D : TS π˚ Sym2 TM{S

as the symbol of the heat operator. Also a projective heat operator has a well-defined sym-
bol.

3.3. Heat operators and connections. Any heat operator gives rise to a connection on the
locally free sheaf π˚L, as follows (cfr. [vGdJ98, §2.3.3]). Given an open subvariety U Ă S, and
θ P T pUq, we want a first order differential operator

∇θ : π˚L π˚L.

If s P π˚LpUq, we denote by s and π´1pθq the corresponding sections of Lpπ´1pUqq and
π´1pTSqpπ

´1pUqq respectively. We can now put

(7) ∇θs “ Dpπ´1pθqqpsq,

since the latter indeed corresponds to a section of π˚LpUq. Moreover, the Leibniz rule is satisfied
since the subprincipal symbol of Dpπ´1θq is π´1θ, so that for any f P OSpUq we have

∇θpfsq “ Dpπ´1pθqqpπ˚pfqsq “ π˚pθpfqqs` π˚pfqDpπ´1pθqqpsq “ θpfqs` f∇θs,

so ∇θ is indeed a first order differential operator with symbol θ, and hence ∇ is indeed a Koszul
connection.

The connection ∇ will be flat if D preserves the Lie brackets. If we have a projective heat
operator, we still get a projective connection, with the same comment for flatness.

3.4. A heat operator for a candidate symbol. As an algebro-geometric counter-part to
Hitchin’s Theorem 2.1.1, van Geemen and de Jong investigated under what conditions a can-
didate symbol map

ρ : TS π˚ Sym2 TM{S

actually arises as a symbol of a heat operator, i.e. whether it was possible to find a (projective)
heat operator D such that ρ “ π˚pσ2q ˝D. Before we can state their result we need to recall
two maps. The canonical short exact sequence

0 TM{S TM π˚TS 0

gives rise to the Kodaira-Spencer map

(8) κM{S : TS R1π˚TM{S .
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Similarly, the short exact sequence

(9) 0 TM{S Dp2qM{SpLq{OM Sym2 TM{S 0

gives rise to the connecting homomorphism

(10) µL : π˚ Sym2 TM{S R1π˚TM{S .

We can now state

Theorem 3.4.1 (van Geemen – de Jong,[vGdJ98, §2.3.7]). With L and π : MÑ S as before,
we have that if, for a given ρ : TS Ñ π˚ Sym2 TM{S,

(a) κM{S ` µL ˝ ρ “ 0,

(b) cupping with the relative Atiyah class

YrLs : π˚TM{S R1π˚OM

is an isomorphism, and

(c) π˚OM “ OS,

then there exists a unique projective heat operator D whose symbol is ρ.

Note that even though the context of this theorem is entirely algebro-geometric and makes no
reference to a symplectic form, the conditions are closely matched with those in Hitchin’s The-
orem 2.1.1: the requirement of cupping with the Chern class being an isomorphism is identical
in both cases, whereas from a quadratic symbol ρ satisfying condition (a) we recover an element
of the hypercohomology group in 2.1.1.(b) via the long-exact sequence of hypercohomology ob-
tained from (1). Finally, (c) is an appropriate weakening of the premise that M is compact
(and connected) in Theorem 2.1.1.

Proof. Consider the long-exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence (6),

0 π˚Dp1qM{SpLq π˚WM{SpLq TS ‘ π˚ Sym2 TM{S

R1π˚Dp1qM{SpLq R1π˚WM{SpLq . . .

π˚σS‘π˚σ2

δ

As YrLs is the connecting homomorphism in the long-exact sequence associated with the first

order symbol map on Dp1qM{SpLq, condition (b) guarantees that OS “ π˚OM “ π˚Dp1qM{SpLq, i.e.

all global first order operators on L along the fibers of π are of order zero. Using condition (c),
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we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns

0 0

0 π˚OM π˚OM 0

0 π˚Dp1qM{SpLq π˚WM{SpLq Ker δ 0

0 0
`

π˚WM{SpLq
˘

{OS Ker δ 0

0 0

and therefore an isomorphism
`

π˚WM{SpLq
˘

{OS Ñ Ker δ. It remains to show that our hy-
potheses imply that the image of the morphism

TS TS ‘ π˚ Sym2 TM{S , θ pθ, ρpθqq

is contained in the kernel of the connecting homomorphism δ. In order to do this, let us
decompose δ “ δ1 ` δ2 into its two components:

δ1 : TS R1π˚Dp1qM{SpLq and δ2 : π˚ Sym2 TM{S R1π˚Dp1qM{SpLq.

It is then straightforward to check that

R1π˚pσ1q ˝ δ1 “ κM{S and R1π˚pσ1q ˝ δ2 “ µL.

Finally, we observe that σ1 induces an injective map

R1π˚pσ1q : R1π˚Dp1qM{SpLq R1π˚TM{S ,

as the previous map in the long exact sequence

. . . π˚TM{S R1π˚OM R1π˚Dp1qM{SpLq R1π˚TM{S . . .
YrLs

is surjective by condition (a). Thus pθ, ρpθqq P Ker δ if and only if pκM{S ` µL ˝ ρqpθq “ 0, for
any local vector field θ on S. �

3.5. A flatness criterion. To complete our outline of the general part of the theory, we discuss
a general flatness condition for connections constructed via Theorem 3.4.1. It is a verbatim
translation of Hitchin’s original reasoning [Hit90a, Thm. 4.9] to the algebro-geometric setting,
its central ingredient being the requirement that the symbols should Poisson-commute when
viewed as homogeneous functions on the relative cotangent bundle.

Theorem 3.5.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4.1 and over a base field of characteristic
different from 3, the projective connection constructed from a symbol ρ is projectively flat if

(a) for all local sections θ, θ1 of TS,

tρpθq, ρpθ1quT˚M{S
“ 0,
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(b) the morphism µL is injective, and

(c) there are no vertical vector fields, π˚TM{S “ 0.

Remark 3.5.2. In the statement and the proof of this theorem we use the fact that the natural
morphism

π˚ Symk TM{S Ñ π˚OT˚M{S

is an isomorphism of Poisson-algebras onto the weight k part under the natural Gm-action for
k ď p ´ 1; here, the Poisson structure on the left is the one inherited from the commutator
bracket on operators of order at most k, and the one on the right is the natural one on the
cotangent bundle.

Proof. As the connection is defined by projective heat operators (7), its flatness is equivalent
to the vanishing of the operator

(11) rDpθq, Dpθ1qs ´Dprθ, θ1sq P πe˚

´

Dp3qM{SpL
kq `Dp2qM pLkq

¯

L

OS .

Now it follows from the preceding remark and condition (a) that

σ3prDpθq, Dpθ
1qsq “

 

σ2pDpθqq, σ2pDpθ
1qq
(

T˚M{S
“

 

ρpθq, ρpθ1q
(

T˚M{S
“ 0.

Therefore, the operator (11) is actually at most second order, and we furthermore claim that
it really acts only along the fibers of MÑ S,

rDpθq, Dpθ1qs ´Dprθ, θ1sq P πe˚

´

Dp2qM{SpL
kq

¯

L

OS .

This happens for the same reason the curvature r∇X ,∇Y s´∇rX,Y s of a connection is of degree
zero as a differential operator: one checks (using the subprincipal symbol (5)) that (11) is
π´1OS-linear.

Now we look at the short exact sequence (9), and apply π˚. As µL is injective by condition (b)
and there are no vertical vector fields by (c), we get

π˚Dp2qM{SpLq
M

OS – π˚TM{S “ 0,

thus concluding the proof. �

3.6. The map µL. Finally, we need to get a better understanding of the map µL from (10),
for which we could simply refer to [BB93, Cor. 2.4.6]. As the proof is not too complicated and
uses only a fraction of the machinery of that paper, we thought it worthwile to include it here.
We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out considerable simplifications to our previous
proof.

Proposition 3.6.1. In the context outlined above (with π : M Ñ S is a smooth morphism of
smooth schemes, and L a line bundle on M), we can write the connecting homomorphism (10)
as

µL “ YrLs ` Y

ˆ

´
1

2
rKM{Ss

˙

,

where KM{S is the relative canonical bundle of π : MÑ S.
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Note that ‘half’ of this statement ( µL “ YrLs`µOM) appears in [Wel83, Lemma 1.16], except

that Welters uses the extension class of the sheaf of principal parts Pp1qpLq of order ď 1 instead

of Dp1qM{SpLq to define rLs and hence has a minus sign on the right-hand side. In a Kähler context,

with L a polarizing line bundle, the statement of Proposition 3.6.1 is implied in [Hit90a, p. 364].
In the general complex analytic setting, a Dolbeault-theoretic approach is descibed in [Boe08,
Appendix A.2]1.

Proof. The proof follows from the identification of the opposite of the algebra of differential
operators on L with that of L´1 bKM{S via the adjoint differential operator D˝, as discussed
for example in [BS88, 1.1.5.(iv)]. Due to the identity µL “ YrLs ` µOM observed already by
Welters (in arbitrary characteristic), it suffices to show that

(12) µL “ ´µL´1bK .

For this, consider the adjoint map between sheaves of differential operators AM{SpEq Q D ÞÑ

D˝ P AM{SpE
˚ bKM{Sq defined by the identity

xe,D˝e˝y “ xDe, e˝y ´ Lσ1Dxe, e
˝y,

where e and e˝ are arbitrary local sections of E and E˝ :“ E˚ bKM{S , respectively, and L is
the Lie derivative on the relative canonical bundle. It is straightforward to verify that D˝ has
symbol σ1pD

˝q “ ´σ1pDq, and that for any regular local function φ

pφDq˝ “ φD˝ ´ xσ1D, dM{Sφy,

so that D ÞÑ D˝ is in particular π´1OS-linear. This zeroth-order deviation from OM-linearity
may appear inconvenient at first sight, but it actually permits to extend the adjoint to second
order operators, as

pφD2q
˝ ˝D˝1 “ D˝2 ˝ pφD1q

˝ ` pxσ1D1, dφyD2q
˝.

In this way we obtain a π´1OS-linear isomorphism of short-exact sequences

0 Dp1qM{SpLq Dp2qM{SpLq Sym2 TM{S 0

0 Dp1qM{SpL
´1 bKM{Sq Dp2qM{SpL

´1 bKM{Sq Sym2 TM{S 0,

D ÞÑD˝

σ2

D ÞÑD˝ Id

σ2

whose push-out along σ1 gives

0 TM{S Dp2qM{SpLq{OM Sym2 TM{S 0

0 TM{S Dp2qM{SpL
´1 bKM{Sq{OM Sym2 TM{S 0,

´Id

σ2

D ÞÑD˝ Id

σ2

which proves the necessary identity (12). �

Remark 3.6.2. Note that the preceding result remains true in characteristic p ą 0 with p ‰ 2,
since we only use the isomorphism induced by D ÞÑ D˝ between differential operators of order
ď 2.

1The formulas in [BB93] and [Boe08] are more general expressions that both specialise to the one given in
Proposition 3.6.1, but appear different from each other in general.
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4. An algebro-geometric approach to the Hitchin connection for non-abelian
theta-functions

In this section we construct the Hitchin connection in algebraic geometry. We want to invoke
Theorem 3.4.1, using the symbol ρ from (3) on page 7. In order to verify that this theorem
applies, we need to begin by examining the various ingredients of condition (a).

Note that, compared to the situation of families of abelian varieties (cfr. [Wel83], [vGdJ98,
§2.3.8]), we need a much more detailed knowledge of our candidate symbol, in order to establish
flatness of the connection later on (which is done via other means for abelian varieties).

4.1. Basic facts about the moduli space of bundles. At this point we can turn our
attention to the particular context we are interested in: the moduli theory of bundles on
curves. In the rest of Section 4, we shall denote by πs : C Ñ S a smooth family of smooth
projective curves of genus g ě 2. This gives rise, for any integer r ě 2 to a (coarse) relative
moduli space of stable bundles of rank r with trivial determinant over the same base, which we
shall denote by πe : M Ñ S. If g “ 2 we will assume that r ě 3. We shall denote the fibered
product by the diagram

C ˆS M M

C S

πw

πn

πe

πs

and will simply put

πc “ πe ˝ πn “ πs ˝ πw.

Unfortunately M is only a coarse moduli space, and a universal bundle over C ˆS M does not
exist (one could argue that it exists over the stack of stable bundles M Ñ S, but does not
descend to M). Nevertheless, one can speak both of the Atiyah algebroid and Atiyah sequence
of the virtual bundle (since these do descend to the coarse moduli space). There exists a unique
line bundle L over M, called the theta line bundle, which is mapped to the relatively ample
generator of the relative Picard variety PicpM{Sq (see [DN89, Hof12]). In order to avoid making
our notations heavier than needed, we shall henceforth pretend a universal bundle E Ñ CˆSM
exist. Note that this universal bundle is only unique up to tensor product with a line bundle
coming from M. However the trace-free endomorphism bundle End0pEq is unique. Similarly
the determinant-of-cohomology line bundle on M associated to a universal bundle E , defined
as in [KM76]

λpEq :“ detR‚πn˚pEq,
will depend on the choice of the universal bundle E . We will use two well-known properties
when considering vector bundles with trivial determinant.

‚ For any universal bundle E and any line bundle ζ on C Ñ S of degree g ´ 1, we have
the equality [DN89, Hof12]

(13) L´1 “ λpE b π˚wζq.

‚ For any universal bundle E , we have the equalities [LS97]

(14) L´2r “ KM{S “ λpEnd0pEqq.
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At various places we shall use the trace pairing

Tr : End0pEq ˆ End0pEq OCˆSM

to identify End0pEq with its dual End0pEq˚.

We will need a few other standard facts about the moduli space M as well:

Proposition 4.1.1. We have

(a) πn˚End0pEq “ t0u,

(b) TM{S “ R1πn˚End0pEq,

(c) πe˚TM{S “ t0u,

(d) R1πe˚OM “ t0u.

The first two of these follow from basic deformation theory. For the last two, which are also
well-known, we include a proof (due to Hitchin) using the Hitchin system in Appendix C.

4.2. The Kodaira-Spencer Map. Our aim in this section is to give a description of the
map

Φ : R1πs˚TC{S R1πe˚TM{S

(relating deformations of the curve to deformations of the moduli space) which makes the
diagram of sheaves on S

(15)
R1πs˚TC{S

TS

R1πe˚TM{S

Φ

κC{S

κM{S

commute, where κC{S and κM{S are the Kodaira-Spencer maps, as in (8). This is a line of
reasoning that essentially goes back to Narasimhan and Ramanan [NR75].

On C ˆS M we have the trace-free relative Atiyah sequence

(16) 0 End0pEq A0

CˆSM
L

M
pEq T

CˆSM
L

M
0.

As we have that πn˚

ˆ

T
CˆSM

L

M

˙

“ 0 and R2πn˚End0pEq “ 0, applying R1πn˚ gives the short

exact sequence on M

(17) 0 R1πn˚End0pEq R1πn˚A0

CˆSM
L

M
pEq R1πn˚TCˆSM

L

M
0.

In order to describe the Kodaira-Spencer map κM{S , we need to start from the short exact
sequence

0 TM{S TM π˚eTS 0,
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which is given (see e.g. [Ser06, §3.3.3] for the case of a line bundle – vector bundles are a
straightforward generalisation of the description there, and are discussed in [Mar09, §2.3]) by
the pullback of (17) along the map

π˚eκC{S : π˚eTS R1πn˚TCˆSM
L

M
– π˚e

`

R1πs˚TC{S
˘

.

If we apply πe˚ to this, we obtain finally

Lemma 4.2.1. The Kodaira-Spencer map κM{S is given by the composition of κC{S with Φ,
the connecting homomorphism of (17):

R1πs˚TC{S – πe˚
`

R1πn˚TCˆSM
L

M

˘

TS

R1πe˚TM{S – R1πe˚
`

R1πn˚End0pEq
˘

.

Φ

κC{S

κM{S

4.3. The Hitchin Symbol. We have already briefly encountered the Hitchin symbol in (3),
we shall clarify the precise definition here in the appropriate relative setting. We start from
the quadratic part of the Hitchin system, relative over S, and its associated symmetric bilinear
form (temporarily denoted B)

T ˚M{S T ˚M{S b T
˚
M{S

πn˚K
b2

CˆSM
L

M

diag

B

Recall that the bilinear form B is, in the explicit description of the relative cotangent bundle
via Higgs fields T ˚M{S “ πn˚pEnd0pEq bK

CˆSM
L

M
q, given by the trace

Bpφ, ψq “ trpφ ˝ ψq.

In particular, it factors further through the symmetric square Sym2 T ˚M{S . Notice as well that

since we assume the characteristic of the base field to be different from 2, the symmetric square
is canonically identified with the symmetric 2-tensors, and in particular there is also a canonical
identification

´

Sym2 T ˚M{S

¯˚

– Sym2 TM{S .

Taking the dual B˚ of B, using Serre duality relative to πn on the domain (where in particular
KCˆSM{M “ π˚wKC{S), and pushing down via πe˚ we obtain a map πe˚ pB

˚q

πe˚R
1πn˚π

˚
wTC{S πe˚ Sym2 TM{S .

πe˚B
˚

Combining this with flat base change

R1πn˚π
˚
wTC{S – π˚eR

1πs˚TC{S ,

we make the following definition.
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Definition 4.3.1. The Hitchin symbol ρHit is defined as

ρHit :“ πe˚ pB
˚q : R1πs˚TC{S πe˚ Sym2 TM{S .

The morphism ρHit is in fact an isomorphism. As we do not need this fact directly, we have
relegated it to the Appendix, see Lemma C.2.2.

For our purpose of comparing the symbol map with the Kodaira–Spencer morphism in the
general context of Theorem 3.4.1, we need the following alternative description: consider first
the surjective evaluation map on C ˆS M:

(18) π˚nπn˚pEnd0pEq b π˚wKC{Sq End0pEq b π˚wKC{S .
ev

Dualizing (18) we get a morphism

End0pEq˚ b π˚wTC{S π˚n
`

πn˚
`

End0pEq b π˚wKC{S
˘˘˚

so that swapping the first tensor factor and composing with relative Serre duality for πn we
obtain a OCˆSM-linear morphism

(19) π˚wTC{S End0pEq b π˚npR1πn˚pEnd0pEq˚qq.ev˚

We also use the trace pairing to identify Tr : End0pEq –Ñ End0pEq˚. Now we apply πe˚ ˝R
1πn˚

to (19) and, by the isomorphism R1πn˚End0pEq˚ – R1πn˚End0pEq – TM{S , the projection
formula and base change, we obtain a map

(20) R1πs˚pTC{Sq πe˚
`

TM{S b TM{S

˘

.

Lemma 4.3.2. The map (20) coincides with the Hitchin symbol 4.3.1.

Proof. The claimed identity follows from commutativity of the diagram

R1πn˚π
˚
wTC{S

R1πn˚End0pEq bR1πn˚
`

End0pEq˚
˘

TM{S b TM{S .

R1πn˚pev˚q B˚

IdbpR1πn˚ Tr´1q˚

This follows if we in turn dualize, apply Serre duality, for which

`

R1πn˚pev˚q
˘˚
“ πn˚ pevbIdq ,

(and similarly for the other arrow, where additionally Tr “ Tr˚), and observe that the natural
pairing on End0pEq˚bEnd0pEq coincides with B ˝pTr´1bIdq by the definition of B and Tr. �
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4.4. The theta line bundle and its Atiyah algebroid. Next we need some observations
about the Atiyah algebroid of the theta line bundle L (see Sect. 4.1). We recall that L is mapped
to the ample generator of PicpM{Sq and that L is related to the determinant-of-cohomology
line bundle as in (13) and (14).

In this setting, the Atiyah sequence for L relative to S has a remarkably direct description in
terms of the Atiyah sequence of the trace-free relative Atiyah algebroid of E ,

(21) 0 End0pEq A0

CˆSM
L

M
pEq π˚wTC{S – T

CˆSM
L

M
0.

Note that, since End0pEq is uniquely defined, also is A0

CˆSM
L

M
pEq. Indeed, we have

Theorem 4.4.1. The relative Atiyah sequence of the theta line bundle L is isomorphic to the
first direct image R1πn˚ of the dual of (21):

(22)
0 R1πn˚pKX {Mq – OM R1πn˚

´

A0
X {MpEq

˚
¯

R1πn˚
`

End0pEq˚
˘

0

0 OM AM{SpLq TM{S 0.

IdOM – –

σ1

For a single fixed curve, this result was stated (without proof) in the announcement [Gin95]
(see Theorem 9.1), where it is attributed to Beilinson and Schechtman (even though it does not
seem to appear in [BS88]); it can also be derived from results contained in [ST04]. We give an
independent proof in Section 5.

4.5. A comment on extensions of line bundles. Let X be a scheme, V and L respectively
a vector and a line bundle on X. Let moreover F be an extension of L by V

0 V F L 0.i π

By taking the dual and tensoring with V b L we get

0 V F ˚ b V b L V ˚ b V b L 0.

Consider now the injective natural map

ψ : L Ñ V ˚ b V b L

` ÞÑ IdV b`.

Lemma 4.5.1. There exists a canonical injection φ : F ãÑ F ˚ b V b L so that the diagram

(23)
0 V F L 0

0 V F ˚ b V b L V ˚ b V b L 0

i

φ

´π

ψ

commutes.
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Proof. We consider the natural OX -linear map α : F b F Ñ F b L defined by

αpf1 b f2q “ f1 b πpf2q ´ f2 b πpf1q

for local sections f1, f2 of F . Then it is easy to check that the image of α is the subbundle
V bL Ă FbL. Now the map α naturally corresponds to an OX -linear map φ : F Ñ F ˚bV bL,
which can be described locally in terms of a basis of local sections teiu of F and the dual basis
te˚i u of F ˚ as

φpfq “
rkF
ÿ

i“1

pe˚i b f b πpeiq ´ e
˚
i b ei b πpfqq .

It is now straightforward to check that this φ makes the above diagram commute. �

4.6. Locally freeness of πe˚pLq. We will be assuming that the direct image πe˚pLkq on S is
locally free. In characteristic zero this follows trivially from Kodaira vanishing, but in positive
characteristic it is not known in general (but of course it will always trivally be true for large
enough k). For r “ 2, this is however proven in [MR96].

Note that in characteristic zero, a coherent sheaf with a flat projective connection will necessarily
be locally free, but this need not be true in general.

4.7. The relation between ρHit,Φ, and L. We can now state the final ingredient we will
need to prove the existence of the Hitchin connection:

Proposition 4.7.1. The sheaf morphism Φ from (15) equals minus the composition pYrLsq˝ρHit

of the Hitchin symbol and the characteristic class rLs, i.e. the following diagram of sheaves on
S commutes:

R1πs˚TC{S R1πe˚TM{S .

πe˚ Sym2 TM{S

´Φ

ρHit YrLs

Proof. We begin with the trace-free Atiyah sequence on C ˆS M for E , relative to πn, as
introduced in Section 3.1. To keep the notation light, we shall denote in this proof the Atiyah
algebroid A0

CˆSM
L

M
pEq simply by A. By using the evaluation maps, as in (18), dualizing, and

tensoring with π˚wTC{S b End0pEq, we obtain the following natural map of exact sequences:

(24)

0 End0pEq End0pEqb
A˚ b π˚wTC{S

End0pEq b
End0pEq˚ b π˚wTC{S

0

0 End0pEq End0pEq b
π˚npπn˚pAb π˚wKC{Sqq

˚

End0pEq b
π˚npπn˚pEnd0pEq b π˚wKC{Sqq

˚ 0.

By relative Serre duality for πn, the lower exact sequence is equal to the following

(25) 0
End0pEq b

π˚npR
1πn˚π

˚
wKC{Sq

End0pEq b
π˚npR

1πn˚A˚q
End0pEq b

π˚npR
1πn˚End0pEq˚q 0.
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By plugging V “ End0pEq, L “ π˚wTC{S and F “ A in Lemma 4.5.1, we get a map of exact
sequences

(26)

0 End0pEq A π˚wTC{S 0

0 End0pEq End0pEq b
A˚ b π˚wTC{S

End0pEq b
End0pEq˚ b π˚wTC{S

0.

Hence, by composing the short exact sequence maps (26) and (24), and using the isomorphism
of the target exact sequence with that of (25), we get a new map of exact sequences:

(27)

0 End0pEq A π˚wTC{S 0

0
End0pEq b

π˚npR
1πn˚pπ

˚
wKC{Sqq

End0pEq b
π˚npR

1πn˚A˚q
End0pEq b

π˚npR
1πn˚pEnd0pEq˚qq 0.

By taking the direct image R1πn˚ of both sequences, they remain exact and we obtain the
commutative diagram

(28)

0 R1πn˚End0pEq R1πn˚A R1πn˚π
˚
wTC{S 0

0 R1πn˚End0pEq R1πn˚End0pEq
b pR1πn˚A˚q

R1πn˚End0pEq b
pR1πn˚pEnd0pEq˚qq 0.

We now apply πe˚ to both exact sequences in (28). The claimed equality is proven once we
consider the commutative diagram given by the connecting homomorphisms:

(29)
R1πs˚pTC{Sq R1πe˚pTM{Sq

πe˚pTM{S b TM{Sq R1πe˚pTM{Sq.

´Φ

ρHit

YrLs

Since the bottom row of (28) is given by tensoring (22) by R1πn˚End0pEq, by Theorem 4.4.1
the connecting homomorphism for the bottom row is given by the relative Atiyah class of L.
By Lemma 4.3.2, the left vertical map is given by the Hitchin symbol ρHit. Since the upper
exact sequence of (27) is the same as the sequence (16) but with one sign changed (as in (23)),
by Lemma 4.2.1 the connecting homomorphism for the top row of (29) is given by ´Φ. �

4.8. Existence and flatness of the connection. We can now summarize the algebro-geometric
construction of the Hitchin connection:

Theorem 4.8.1. Let k be a positive integer. Suppose a smooth family πe : C Ñ S of projective
curves of genus g ě 2 (and g ě 3 if r “ 2) is given as before, defined over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic different from 2, not dividing r and k ` r, and such that πe˚pLkq
is locally free. Then there exists a unique projective connection on the vector bundle πe˚pLkq of
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non-abelian theta functions of level k, induced by a heat operator with symbol

ρ “
1

r ` k

`

ρHit ˝ κC{S
˘

.

Proof. We establish the existence of the projective connection by invoking Theorem 3.4.1 for
the line bundle Lk over M. We recall from (14) the equality KM{S “ L´2r. From Proposition
3.6.1 we therefore have that

µLk “ Ypr ` kqrLs,
and hence (using Proposition 4.7.1 and (15)) we have

µLk ˝ ρ “ µLk ˝
1

r ` k

`

ρHit ˝ κC{S
˘

“ pYrLsq ˝ ρHit ˝ κC{S “ ´Φ ˝ κC{S “ ´κM{S ,

which establishes condition (a) of Theorem 3.4.1. Condition (b) is trivially satisfied because
of Proposition 4.1.1, and condition (c) follows from the algebraic Hartogs’s theorem [Vak17,
Lemma 11.3.11], together with the well-known fact that the relative coarse moduli space Mss

of semi-stable bundles with trivial determinant (which is singular but normal) is proper over
S, and if g ą 2 or r ą 2, the complement of M will have codimension greater than one in
Mss. �

As for the curvature of the connection, we have:

Theorem 4.8.2. Suppose furthermore that the characteristic of the base field is different from
3. Then the projective connection constructed in Theorem 4.8.1 is flat.

Proof. We apply Theorem 3.5.1: condition (a) holds since by definition of the Hitchin symbol
the corresponding homogeneous functions on T ˚M{S are the quadratic components of the Hitchin

system, and hence Poisson-commute,
 

ρHitpθq, ρHitpθ1q
(

T˚M{S
“ 0.

Condition (b) is satisfied as µLk is injective (see Lemma C.2.7 in Appendix C), and (c) holds
by Proposition 4.1.1. �

5. Proof of Theorem 4.4.1

We shall need the theory of the trace complex, due to Beilinson and Schechtman, or rather a
variation thereon due to Bloch and Esnault – see [BS88] and [BE02]. In Appendix A a summary
of this theory is given, and we refer to it for definitions of the complexes Atr ‚, B‚, and B0 ‚. We
will be applying the trace complex in our particular setting here, where M is as in Section 4.1,
X “ CˆSM and f “ πn. In this context we find that the trace complex simplifies significantly,
to give Theorem 4.4.1.

Before proving Theorem 4.4.1 we need to prove a few auxiliary results.

Lemma 5.0.1. Following the above notation:

(a) the direct image πn˚
0B0pEq equals 0;

(b) the natural map R1πn˚End0pEq Ñ R1πn˚
0B0pEq is zero.
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Proof. Recall from Section A.2.2 that we have a short exact sequence

0 End0pEq 0B0pEq π´1
n TM{S 0.

By applying the direct image πn˚ we get

0 πn˚End0pEq πn˚
0B0pEq TM{S R1πn˚End0pEq R1πn˚

0B0pEq ¨ ¨ ¨ .

Now, by Proposition 4.1.1 paq and pbq, πn˚End0pEq “ 0 and the map TM{S Ñ R1πn˚End0pEq is
an isomorphism. The two claims follow. �

Proposition 5.0.2. There exists an isomorphism φ : R1πn˚
0B´1pEq Ñ R0πn˚B‚pEnd0pEqq

that makes the following diagram commute.

0 R1πn˚pKX {Mq – OM R1πn˚
0B´1pEq R1πn˚

`

End0pEq
˘

– TM{S 0

0 R0πn˚KX {Mr1s – OM R0πn˚B‚pEnd0pEqq TM{S 0.

2r¨IdOM φ– –

In particular φ induces 2r ¨ IdOM on OM.

This Proposition is already proved by combining [ST04, Thm. 3.7 and Cor. 3.12]. For the sake
of self-containedness, here we give a complete but slightly different proof of this statement.

Proof. We construct φ in several steps, notably as the composition of three maps. First of all,
let us define a map

φ1 : R1πn˚
0B´1pEq R0πn˚

0B‚pEq.

For the sake of clarity, we recall the definition of the 0th direct image R0πn˚
0B‚pEq. We choose

an acyclic resolution of the complex 0B‚pEq as follows

0B´1pEq 0B0pEq

C0p0B´1pEqq C0p0B0pEqq

C1p0B´1pEqq C1p0B0pEqq

δ0

δ1

We push this diagram forward through πn and consider the following one:

πn˚C0p0B´1pEqq πn˚C0p0B0pEqq

πn˚C1p0B´1pEqq πn˚C1p0B0pEqq

R1πn˚
0B´1pEq R1πn˚

0B0pEq

δ0

d´1 d0

δ1

Remark that the lower horizontal arrow factors as

R1πn˚
0B´1pEq Ñ R1πn˚End0pEq Ñ R1πn˚

0B0pEq.
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By definition we have that R0πn˚
0B´1pEq :“ KerpBq{ ImpAq, where

πn˚C0p0B´1pEqq πn˚C0p0B0pEqq ‘ πn˚C1p0B´1pEqq πn˚C1p0B0pEqq

pγq pδ0pγq, d´1pγqq

pα, βq d0pαq ´ δ
1pβq.

A B

Hence we can define a map

φ̃ : πn˚C1p0B´1pEqq Ñ KerpBq;

β ÞÑ pα, βq;

where α P πn˚C0p0B0pEqq is uniquely defined by the formula d0pαq “ δ1pβq. In fact we observe

that Lemma 5.0.1 implies that d0 is injective and that Impδ1q Ď Impd0q. The map φ̃ descends
to the first of our three maps:

φ1 : R1πn˚
0B´1pEq Ñ R0πn˚

0B‚pEq;
β̄ ÞÑ pα, βq;

where the overline should be intended as just taking the corresponding classes.

The second map is defined as follows (see App. B for the precise definitions of xad and Ăad):

φ2 : R0πn˚
0B‚pEq Ñ R0πn˚p

0B´1pEnd0pEqq Ñ B0pEnd0pEqqq;
pα, βq ÞÑ pĂadpαq,xadpβqq;

where we abuse once more of the notation (and of the reader’s patience) by denoting by xad and
Ăad also the maps on the direct images. Note also that here we consider Ăad as defined on the
quotient 0B0pEq of the subsheaf B0pEq Ă ApEq, and we are allowed to do so since the trivial

sheaf is in KerpĂadq. Moreover, we can consider B0pEnd0pEqq as the target space of Ăad the image

of 0B0pEq via Ăad is contained in B0pEnd0pEqq Ă ApEnd0pEqq.

The third map is induced on R0πn˚p
0B´1pEnd0pEqq Ñ B0pEndpEqqq by the natural inclusion

0B´1pEnd0pEqq ãÑ B´1pEndpEqq. Hence this gives a natural map

φ3 : R0πn˚p
0B´1pEnd0pEqq B0pEnd0pEqqq R0πn˚B‚pEnd0pEqq.

It is a standard check that these three maps are well defined and pass to the quotient in
cohomology.

The situation is now the following, we have two exact sequences and a map φ :“ φ3 ˝ φ2 ˝ φ1

between extensions:

0 R1πn˚pKX {Mq – OM R1πn˚
0B´1pEq R1πn˚pEnd0pEqq – TM{S 0

0 R0πn˚pKX {Mqr1sq – OM R0πn˚B‚pEnd0pEqq TM{S 0.

φ

Now, suppose we have a class β̄ in R1πn˚
0B´1pEq, and let us consider β a local section of

πn˚C1p0B´1pEqq representing β̄. If we denote as above by α P πn˚C0p0B0pEqq the uniquely

defined local section as in the definition of φ̃, then φ sends β on pĂadpαq,xadpβqq.
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By Proposition B.0.3 we have a commutative diagram

0 KX {M
0B´1pEq End0pEq 0

0 KX {M
0B´1pEnd0pEqq End0pEnd0pEqq 0.

¨2r xad ad0

which implies the claim about the restriction of φ to OM. Thus φ also descends to a OX -linear
map φT : TM{S Ñ TM{S . Remark in fact that, again by Appendix B and the observations on
Ăad made here above, φT is induced by the adjoint map between the following exact sequences.

0 End0pEq 0B0pEq π´1
n pTM{Sq 0

0 EndpEnd0pEqq B0pEnd0pEqq π´1
n pTM{Sq 0.

ad Ăad0 Id–

�

Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. The isomorphism of exact sequences claimed in the theorem will fol-
low by composing the following isomorphisms. In the diagram below they will be composed
vertically from the first to the fifth. First we apply R1πn˚ to the second identification from
Theorem A.2.6. Then we compose with the map from Proposition 5.0.2. The third map is the
isomorphism from Theorem A.2.4 applied to End0pEq (recall that λpEnd0pEqq “ L´2r). The
fourth and fifth map is the canonical isomorphism ApL´1q – ApL´2rq obtained by scaling ap-
propriately the extension as in Lemma 3.1.4 with k “ 2r and L “ L´1. Finally the last vertical
isomorpism ApL´1q Ñ ApLq is the canonical map between the Atiyah algebra of L´1 and its
dual L (with the opposite symbol map). Hence we obtain the following commutative diagram

0 OM R1πn˚pA0
X {MpEq

˚q R1πn˚pEnd0pEq˚q 0

0 OM R1πn˚p
0B´1pEqq R1πn˚pEnd0pEqq 0

0 OM R1πn˚B‚pEnd0pEqq TM{S 0

0 OM ApL´2rq TM{S 0

0 OM ApL´1q TM{S 0

0 OM ApLq TM{S 0.

–IdOM –ĄRes –´Tr

–2r¨IdOM φ –

– – –

–

σ1

– –

–

1
2r

–

σ1

–
1
2r ´σ1

Note that the first vertical right hand side map is ´Tr. This means that the extension class
defining the upper short exact sequence is equal to the standard Atiyah sequence of L as claimed
in the Theorem. �
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Appendix A. The trace complex, following Beilinson–Schechtman and
Bloch–Esnault

We give here a presentation of the parts of the theory of trace complexes (due to Beilinson
and Schechtman [BS88, §2], see also [ET00]) that we need. We then describe an alternative
approach to the trace complexes, suggested by Bloch and Esnault [BE02, §5.2].

In fact, to suit our purposes, we make two minor variations: first, we make some small changes
to ensure that the construction works in positive characteristic (apart from 2), and secondly,
we phrase everything in a relative context. The latter is trivial on a technical level, but we do
it as the Bloch-Esnault approach requires an extra condition, which, when we invoke it in the
main part of the article, is only satisfied in a relative setting.

Section A.1 below covers the original trace complex, and is just expository. In Section A.2,
where the alternative of Bloch-Esnault is explained, we also give proofs for various assertions
merely stated in [BE02].

For the purpose of this appendix, we consider a family of smooth projective curves f : X ÑM
of genus g ě 2, relative to a smooth base scheme S,

X M

S,

f

together with a vector bundle E Ñ X . We shall write E˝ for E˚ bKX {M.

The trace complex we are interested in describes the Atiyah algebroid AM{SpdetR‚f˚Eq (remark
that our notation differs from Beilinson and Schechtman’s: our M is their S, and our S is just
a point in [BS88]).

A.1. The Beilinson–Schechtman trace complex Atr ‚pEq.

A.1.1. Overview. The relative tangent bundle TX {S contains as subsheaves TX {M Ă Tf{S Ă
TX {S , where (with df : TX {S Ñ f˚TM{S)

Tf{S :“ pdfq´1f´1TM{S ,

and corresponding Atiyah algebroids

AX {MpEq ãÑ Af{SpEq ãÑ AX {SpEq.

The Beilinson-Schechtman trace complex is a three-term complex

Atr ‚pEq “
!

Atr ´2pEq Atr ´1pEq Atr 0pEq
)

,

where Atr ´2pEq “ OX , Atr 0pEq “ Af{SpEq, and Atr ´1pEq is an extension (to be defined below in
Section A.1.2) )

(30) 0 KX {M Atr ´1pEq AX {MpEq 0,res
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which fits into the following commutative diagram

(31)

OX Atr ´2pEq

0 KX {M Atr ´1pEq AX {MpEq 0

Atr 0pEq Af{SpEq.

dX {M dX {M
res

res

The main use of the trace complex Atr ‚pEq is the following:

Theorem A.1.1 ([BS88, Thm. 2.3.1] ). The relative Atiyah sequence of the determinant-of-
cohomology line bundle

λpEq “ detR‚f˚E :“ det f˚E b
`

detR1f˚E
˘˚

of E with respect to f is canonically isomorphic to the short exact sequence

0 R0f˚

´

Ω‚X {Mr2s
¯

R0f˚p Atr ‚pEqq R0f˚

¨

˝

¨

˝

AX {MpEq
Ó

Af{SpEq

˛

‚r1s

˛

‚ 0

0 OM AM{SpλpEqq TM{S 0.

– –
–

σ1

A.1.2. Construction of Atr ´1pEq. Let ∆ – X Ă X ˆM X denote the diagonal, and p1 and p2

the two projections of X ˆM X to X . For each of the projections p1, p2 we have a residue map
Res1,Res2 along the fibres (cfr [Tat68, Bĕı80, Bra18]). The following is a key ingredient for
us:

Lemma A.1.2 ([BS88, §2.1.1.1]). There exists a map

ĄRes : KX {M bKX {Mp3∆q Ñ OX ,

which vanishes on KX {M bKX {Mp∆q, is symmetric with respect to transposition, and such that

dĄRes “ Res1´Res2. The restriction of Ăres to KX {M bKX {Mp2∆q gives a short exact sequence

0 KX {M bKX {Mp∆q KX {M bKX {Mp2∆q

KX {M bKX {Mp2∆q|∆ – OX 0,

res∆“ĄRes

where the second map is Ăres, and coincides with the restriction to the diagonal ∆.

We shall also need a particular description of the sheaf of (relative) first order differential

operators Dp1qX {MpEq (see [BS88, 2.1.1.2] or the introduction of [ET00], from which we borrow

the notation). Here and in what follows, we identify sheaves supported on the diagonal ∆
with sheaves on X . The next lemma is easily deduced from the definition of the “pole at ∆”
map.
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Lemma A.1.3. The symbol short exact sequence for first order differential operators on E
relative to f is isomorphic to the exact sequence

(32)

0 EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝p∆q 0

0 EndpEq Dp1qX {MpEq TX {M b EndpEq 0.

– δ –

σ1

where δ is the “pole at ∆” map defined by

δpψqpeq “ Res2pxψ, p˚2peqyq,

for any local section ψ of EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝ and any local section e of E. Here x´,´y is the natural

pairing E˝ ˆ E Ñ KX {M.

We consider now the natural exact sequence

(33)

0 EbE˝
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝ 0

EndpEq bKX {M Dp1qX {MpEq.

Then the construction that defines the short exact sequence (30) is obtained by taking first

the pull-back of (33) to AX {MpEq Ă Dp1qX {MpEq, and then the push-out under the trace map

EndpEq bKX {M
Tr
Ñ KX {M,

(34)

0 EbE˝
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝ 0

0 EndpEq bKX {M rAtr ´1pEq AX {MpEq 0

0 KX {M Atr ´1pEq AX {MpEq 0.

Tr

A.2. The quasi-isomorphic Bloch–Esnault complex B‚. Following [BE02], we will now
construct a subcomplex B‚pEq Ă Atr ‚pEq that allows for more handy computations. Its con-
struction relies on the existence of a splitting of the short exact sequence

(35) 0 TX {M Tf{S f´1TM{S 0.
df

Remark A.2.1. Note that this condition is in particular satisfied whenever X is a fibered product
X “ YˆSM and f “ π2 the projection, since then TX {S – π˚1TY{S‘π

˚
2TM{S and in particular

Tf{S – π˚1TY{S ‘ f
´1TM{S .
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A.2.1. Construction of B‚pEq. The definition of B´1pEq is analogous to that of Atr ´1pEq via the
sub-quotient (34). One starts once again from the short exact sequence (33), but pulls it back

all the way to EndpEq ãÑ Dp1qX {MpEq, and then pushes out along the trace

(36)

0 EbE˝
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝p´∆q

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝ 0

0 EndpEq bKX {M rB´1 EndpEq 0

0 KX {M B´1 EndpEq 0.

Tr

Similarly, we define B0pEq via the pull-back of the symbol exact sequence of Atr 0pEq “ Af{SpEq
under the inclusion f´1TM{S ãÑ Tf{S arising through the splitting condition on (35), so that
we have the following diagram

0 EndpEq B0pEq f´1TM{S 0

0 EndpEq Atr 0 “ Af{SpEq Tf{S 0.

Hence B‚pEq is a subcomplex of Atr ‚pEq, and the following holds true.

Proposition A.2.2 ([BE02, Sect. 5.2]). If the short exact sequence (35) is split, the complex
B‚pEq is quasi-isomorphic to Atr ‚pEq.

Corollary A.2.3. The short exact sequence of complexes (31) is quasi-isomorphic to

OX B´2pEq

0 KX {M B´1pEq EndpEq 0

B0pEq B0pEq.

dX {M

Moreover, since we are considering only 0th direct images, we can drop the degree ´2 part of
the first two complexes. Hence we obtain a short exact sequence of complexes,

0 Ñ KX {Mr1s Ñ B‚pEq Ñ C‚pEq Ñ 0,

where C´1pEq :“ EndpEq and C0pEq :“ B0pEq. We also observe that C‚pEq is quasi-isomorphic
to f´1TM{S since this is exactly the cokernel of EndpEq Ñ B0pEq. Thus Theorem A.1.1 now
simplifies to

Theorem A.2.4. We have an isomorphism of short exact sequences

0 R0f˚pKX {Mr1sq R0f˚pB‚pEqq R0f˚pEndpEq Ñ B0pEqq – TM{S 0

0 OM AM{SpλpEqq TM{S 0.

– – –
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Remark A.2.5. We observe that both sides of the central vertical isomorphism depend on E .

A.2.2. Traceless version B0 ‚pEq of B‚pEq. As expected, we define the subsheaf B0 ´1pEq Ă
B´1pEq via the pull-back of the short exact sequence defining B´1pEq in (36) along the inclusion
of traceless endomorphisms End0pEq ãÑ EndpEq,

0 KX {M B0 ´1pEq End0pEq 0

0 KX {M B´1pEq EndpEq 0.

As we did before, we introduce also a quotient sheaf B0 0pEq of B0pEq, obtained as push-out
through EndpEq Ñ End0pEq, that is

0 EndpEq B0pEq f´1TM{S 0

0 End0pEq B0 0pEq f´1TM{S 0.

A.2.3. Identification of B´1pEq and B0 ´1pEq. The duality

AX {MpEq˚ – B´1pEq
was already stated in [BE02] formula (5.31). We give a proof here, in particular to include a
discussion of the traceless case, and to control the necessary restrictions on the characteristic
of the ground field.

Theorem A.2.6. There is a canonical identification between the natural short exact sequences

0 T ˚X {M AX {MpEq˚ EndpEq˚ 0

0 KX {M B´1pEq EndpEq 0

– –´Tr

There is also a traceless analogue:

0 T ˚X {M A0
X {MpEq

˚ End0pEq˚ 0

0 KX {M B0 ´1pEq End0pEq 0.

– –´Tr

Remark A.2.7. Note that the vertical maps on the RHS are given by the opposite of the
isomorphism induced by the trace pairing.

Proof. Following [BS88, Sect. 2.1.1.3], let us define a pairing

E b E˝p2∆q ˆ E b E˝p∆q Ñ OX ;

pψ1, ψ2q ÞÑ Ărespψ1 ¨
t ψ2q;

where tψ2 denotes the transposition of ψ2, that is the pull-back under the map that exchanges
the two factors of the fibered product X ˆM X . This means that tψ2 is a section of E˝ b Ep∆q.
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Then we observe that the product ψ1 ¨
t ψ2 is a section of KX {M bKX {Mp3∆q, after taking the

trace Tr : E b E˝ Ñ KX {M on each factor. Since Ăres is zero on KX {M bKX {Mp∆q, the pairing
descends to a pairing on the quotients

x´,´y :
E b E˝p2∆q

E b E˝
ˆ

E b E˝p∆q
E b E˝p´∆q

Ñ OX .

We claim that this pairing is non-degenerate. In order to check this, observe that it is defined
on the central terms of the two short exact sequences (32) and (33),

EndpEq – EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝

EbE˝
EbE˝p´∆q – EndpEq bKX {M

Dp1qX {MpEq –
EbE˝p2∆q

EbE˝
EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝p´∆q OX

EndpEq b TX {M –
EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝p∆q

EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝ – EndpEq

σ1

ˆ
x´,´y

Using the fact that Ăres vanishes on KX {M b KX {Mp∆q, we note that the pairing is identically

zero when restricted to the product of the kernels EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝ ˆ EbE˝

EbE˝p´∆q . Therefore it induces

pairings on the products of the kernel of one sequence with the quotient of the other one, that
is, on EndpEq ˆ EndpEq and EndpEq b TX {M ˆ EndpEq bKX {M.

Lemma A.2.8. The residue pairing x´,´y factorizes through the trace pairings ´Tr on EndpEqˆ
EndpEq and `Tr on EndpEq b TX {M ˆ EndpEq bKX {M.

Proof. Consider ψ1 a local section of EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝ Ă

EbE˝p2∆q
EbE˝ and ψ2 a local section of EbE˝p∆q

EbE˝p´∆q .

As explained above xψ1, ψ2y depends only on xψ1, ψ2y, where ψ2 is the class of ψ2 in EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝ .

It will be enough to do the computations locally. Choose (as in [ET00]) a local coordinate x at
a point p P X and let px, yq be the induced local coordinate at the point pp, pq P ∆. Then the
local equation of ∆ is x ´ y “ 0. Let ei be a local basis of E and e˚j its dual basis. Then we

can write the local sections ψ1 and ψ2 as

ψ1 “
ÿ

i,j

ei b e
˚
j

αijpx, y ´ xq

y ´ x
dy and ψ2 “

ÿ

k,l

ek b e
˚
l

βklpx, y ´ xq

y ´ x
dy

for some local regular functions αij and βkl. Then the local sections φ1 and φ2 of EndpEq
associated to ψ1 and ψ2 are given by

φ1 “
ÿ

i,j

ei b e
˚
jαijpx, 0q and φ2 “

ÿ

k,l

ek b e
˚
l βklpx, 0q.
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Then we compute

xψ1, ψ2y “ Ăres

¨

˝

ÿ

ijkl

ei b e
˚
l ¨ ek b e

˚
j

αijpx, y ´ xqβklpy, x´ yq

´px´ yq2
dxdy

˛

‚

“ Ăres

˜

ÿ

ij

αijpx, y ´ xqβjipy, x´ yq

´px´ yq2
dxdy

¸

“ ´
ÿ

ij

αijpx, 0qβjipx, 0q “ ´Trpφ1φ2q.

The computations for the second case are similar. �

Since the trace pairing Tr is non-degenerate, we deduce from the above Lemma that the pairing
x´,´y is also non-degenerate.

Now, we observe that AX {MpEq Ă
EbE˝p2∆q

EbE˝ and that EbE˝p∆q
EbE˝p´∆q � B´1pEq. We want to prove

that the restriction xAX {MpEq,´y descends to B´1pEq, but this follows from the definition

of AX {MpEq by pull-back via TX {M b EndpEq and the definition of B´1pEq by push-out via

EndpEq b KX {M
Tr
� KX {M, and the duality between these two maps. Hence we obtain a

non-degenerate pairing

x´,´y : AX {MpEq ˆ B´1pEq ÝÑ OX .

The same argument yields non-degeneracy of the traceless version of this pairing

x´,´y : A0
X {MpEq ˆ B0 ´1pEq ÝÑ OX .

�

Remark A.2.9. The duality between AX {MpEq and B´1pEq was constructed by Sun-Tsai in

[ST04, Lemma 4.11.2] using a local description of B´1pEq. Note that their claim involves the
Atiyah algebroid AX {MpE˚q, which is isomorphic to AX {MpEq but has opposite extension class.

Remark A.2.10. We note that

E b E˝p∆q
E b E˝p´∆q

– Dp1qX {MpEq bKX {M.

Thus the pairing x´,´y described in the above proof induces a natural isomorphism between

Dp1qX {MpEq
˚ and Dp1qX {MpEq bKX {M.

Appendix B. The splitting of the adjoint map.

In this appendix we collect some representation-theoretical facts needed in the proof of Prop.
5.0.2. We will work in the following framework. We will denote by E a rank r vector bundle on
a smooth algebraic variety X and as usual End0pEq will denote the traceless endomorphisms of
E . We need the characteristic p of the field k to be 0 or not dividing r.
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First we observe that we have two non-degenerate pairings induced by the trace,

Tr : EndpEq ˆ EndpEq Ñ OX ,(37)

Tr : EndpEndpEqq ˆ EndpEndpEqq Ñ OX ,(38)

which allow us to identify EndpEq with EndpEq˚ and EndpEndpEqq with EndpEndpEqq˚. More-
over, we denote by

ad : EndpEq Ñ EndpEndpEqq(39)

α ÞÑ pβ ÞÑ rα, βsq

the OX -linear map given by the adjoint, for any local sections α, β of EndpEq.

Lemma B.0.1. Let α, β be local sections of the vector bundle EndpEq. The OX-linear map

s : EndpEndpEqq – EndpEq b EndpEq Ñ EndpEq

αb β ÞÑ
1

2r
rβ, αs

satisfies s ˝ adpαq “ α´ trpαq
r IdE , i.e. s is a splitting of the restriction of ad to End0pEq.

Proof. It will be enough to check the equality pointwise. The statement then reduces to check

that for an r ˆ r matrix A P Mrpkq we have the equality s ˝ adpAq “ A´ trpAq
r Ir. We consider

the canonical basis tEiju with 1 ď i, j ď r of Mrpkq. The dual basis of tEiju under the trace
pairing (37) is given by tEjiu. The claim then follows by straightforward computation :

s ˝ adpAq “ s

˜

ÿ

i,j

Eji b rA,Eijs

¸

“
1

2r

ÿ

i,j

AEijEji ´ EijAEji ´ EjiAEij ` EjiEijA

“
1

2r
p2rA´ 2 trpAqIrq.

�

Lemma B.0.2. Using the identifications (37) and (38) given by the trace pairings we denote
by s˚ : EndpEq Ñ EndpEndpEqq the dual of s. Then we have the equality

s˚ “
1

2r
ad.

Proof. As in the previous lemma we will check the equality pointwise. By the definition of the
dual map s˚ and the trace pairings (37) and (38) it is easily seen that the claimed equality is
equivalent to the equality

trpadpAq.B b Cq “ trpArC,Bsq
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for any matrices A,B,C P Mrpkq. Note that the trace on the left-hand side is the trace on
EndpMrpkqq – Mrpkq bMrpkq. Again this equality is proved by straightforward computation :

trpadpAq.B b Cq “
ÿ

i,j

trpEji b rA,Eijs bB b Cq “
ÿ

i,j

trpEjiCq trprA,EijsBq

“
ÿ

i,j

ptrpEjiCqptrpBAEijq ´ trpEijABqq “ trpBACq ´ trpABCq

“ trpArC,Bsq.

�

We will also abuse slightly of notation and denote also by ad the OX -linear map EndpEq Ñ
EndpEnd0pEqq induced by the one defined in (39). We will write instead ad0 : End0pEq Ñ
End0pEnd0pEqq for the restriction to End0pEq.

Proposition B.0.3. (a) There exists a OX-linear map

Ăad : ApEq Ñ ApEnd0pEqq,

extending respectively ad inducing the identity on TX . Note that Ăad factorizes through
A0pEq. We shall denote by

Ăad0 : A0pEq Ñ ApEnd0pEqq
the factorized map.

(b) There exists a OX-linear map

rs : ApEnd0pEqq Ñ A0pEq,
extending s : EndpEnd0pEqq Ñ End0pEq, inducing the identity on TX and such that

rs ˝Ăad0 “ IdA0pEq.

(c) With the notation of Appendix A, there exists a OX -linear map

xad : 0B´1pEq Ñ 0B´1pEnd0pEqq,
lifting ad0 and inducing 2r Id on the line subbundle KX {M.

Proof. Part (a) is proved in [Ati57] pages 188-189.
Part (b): We define rs as the push-out of the exact sequence

0 Ñ End0pEnd0pEqq Ñ A0pEnd0pEqq Ñ TX Ñ 0

under the OX -linear map s. Then, by Lemma B.0.1, since s is a splitting of ad0, we see that
the extension class of the push-out is the same as the extension class of A0pEq, hence these two
vector bundles are isomorphic (see e.g. [Ati57] pages 188-189).
Part (c): We recall from Theorem A.2.6 that there exist isomorphisms

δE : A0
X {MpEq

˚ Ñ 0B´1pEq and δEnd0pEq : A0
X {MpEnd

0pEqq˚ Ñ 0B´1pEnd0pEqq

We then construct the map xad as the composition

xad “ p2rqδEnd0pEq ˝ rs
˚ ˝ δ´1

E .
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Then xad induces p2rq Id on KX {M and, by Lemma B.0.2, xad lifts the map ad0. �

Remark B.0.4. Proposition B.0.3 coincides with [ST04, Prop. 3.10]. Our proof is different since
we give a global construction of the liftings of the adjoint maps.

Appendix C. Basic facts about the moduli space M through the Hitchin system

In this appendix we give proofs for some of the basic facts about the moduli space of stable
bundles M (as in Section 4.1) that we use in the main body of the paper. These are essentially
all well known, but we were unable to find references for them in the generality we need
(outside the complex case). We therefore show here how they can all be obtained using the
Hitchin system – a strategy once again due to Hitchin (cfr. [Hit87, §6] and [Hit90a, §5]) – via
some minor adaptations to the algebro-geometric setting.

C.1. The moduli space of Higgs bundles and the Hitchin system. We will denote by
MH,ss the moduli space of semi-stable Higgs bundles with trivial determinant (and trace-free
Higgs field) – all still relative over S as before. This space is singular but normal, and comes
equipped with the Hitchin system, a projective morphism φ to the vector bundle πH : H Ñ S
associated to the sheaf ‘ri“2πs˚K

i
C{S over S. This morphism is equivariant with respect to

the Gm-action that scales the Higgs fields, and acts with weight i on πs˚K
i
C{S . The fibers of

πH : MH,ss Ñ S have a canonical (algebraic) symplectic structure on their smooth locus, which
extends the one on T ˚M{S . Closed points in H give rise to degree r spectral covers of C. The

locus whose spectral curve is smooth is denoted by Hreg.

C.2. Proofs.

Proposition C.2.1 (Proposition 4.1.1((c))). There are no global vector fields on M:

πe˚TM{S “ t0u.

Proof. Elements of πe˚TM{S would give rise to global functions on T ˚M{S . As the complement

of M in MH,ss has sufficiently high codimension, these would extend by Hartogs’s theorem to
all of MH,ss. As they have weight 1 under the Gm-action, they have to be pulled-back from
functions on H of the same weight, but there are no such functions. �

Proposition C.2.2. The Hitchin symbol ρHit is an isomorphism.

Proof. Elements of πe˚ Sym2 TM{S can be understood as regular functions on the total space of

T ˚M{S , of degree 2 on all tangent spaces. In turn these extend, by Hartog’s theorem, to MH,ss,

where they are of degree 2 with respect to the Gm-action that scales the Higgs field. As the
Hitchin system is equivariant, they are moreover obtained from regular linear functions on the
quadratic part of the Hitchin base, which is exactly given by R1πs˚TC{S though ρHit. �

To establish that µLk is injective, we can again adapt the reasoning from [Hit90a, §5]. By
Propositions 3.6.1 and 4.7.1, and Lemma C.2.2, it suffices to show that Φ is injective.
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Lemma C.2.3 ([Hit90a, Proposition 5.2]). There exists a canonical isomorphism

Ψ : πH˚OH bH˚ R1πH˚O,

of πH˚OH-modules which is equivariant with respect to the natural action of Gm on πH˚OHbH,
and the natural action twisted by weight ´1 on R1πH˚O.

Proof. Indeed, sections of H˚ give rise to fiber-wise linear functions on H, which pull back by φ
to functions on MH. As the latter has an algebraic symplectic structure on MH,s extending the
canonical one on T ˚M, these give rise to hamiltonian vector fields on MH,s which are tangent to
the fibres of φ. Moreover, the inverse of the determinant-of-cohomology line bundle L naturally
extends to MH, and is relatively ample with respect to φ. Taking the cup product with its
relative Atiyah class gives a natural morphism πH˚TMH{S Ñ R1πH˚O. The composition gives

a morphism H Ñ R1πH˚O, which naturally extends as a morphism of πH˚OH-modules to the
desired morphism Ψ.

To show that Ψ is an isomorphism, it can be argued as follows: as πH factors over πH, and
the latter is an affine morphism, we have that R1πH˚OMH – πH˚

`

R1φ˚OMH

˘

. Now, through
the theory of abelianisation, we know that over a locus H˝ whose complement has sufficiently
high co-dimension, the morphism φ is a family of (semi-)abelian varieties. The line bundle L
restricts to an ample one on the fibres, and for those fibres X it is known that cupping with
rLs is an isomorphism H0pX,TXq Ñ H1pX,OXq. As the vector fields on MH are independent,
on each such X the space H0pX,TXq is given by the vector field coming from H˚. As a result,
we find that, on H˝, R1φ˚OMH is a trivial vector bundle, and that the map Ψ is indeed an
isomorphism.

It is also straightforward to observe that the map Ψ is in fact equivariant for the natural Gm-
action that is defined on all spaced, induced by the scaling of Higgs fields, provided that we
twist the action on R1πH˚MH by a weight ´1. �

Proposition C.2.4 (4.1.1((d))). We have that R1πe˚OM “ t0u.

Proof. It suffices to remark that sections of R1πe˚OM correspond to sections of
R1πH˚OMH,ss of weight 0, which would correspond under Ψ to sections of weight ´1, of which
there are none. �

Proposition C.2.5. The map YrLs : πe˚ Sym2 TM{S Ñ R1πe˚TM{S is an isomorphism.

Proof. We now want to restrict the isomorphism Ψ from C.2.3 to the sub-bundle of πH˚OHbH˚
of weight 2, which corresponds exactly to fibre-wise linear functionals on πs˚K

2
C{S , which by

relative Serre duality is exactly given by R1πs˚TC{S . On this space Ψ restricts to give an

isomorphism to R1πe˚TM{S . To show that this is a multiple of Φ, one can argue as follows:

if Op1q is the structure sheaf of the first order infinitesimal neighborhood of M in MH (cfr.
[The19, Tag 05YW]), we have the short exact sequence on M

0 N˚M{MH Op1q OM 0.

https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/tag/05YW
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Here N˚M{MH is the co-normal bundle of M in MH, which is canonically isomorphic to the

tangent bundle TM{S . As by Proposition C.2.4 we have that R1πe˚OM “ t0u, this gives

R1πe˚TM{S – R1πe˚Op1q.

If I is the ideal sheaf of M in MH, we have that Op1q “
`

OMH

L

I2
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

M
, and hence we have a

restriction map

R1πH˚OMH R1πe˚Op1q – R1πe˚TM{S ,

which is the identity on R1πe˚TM{S (sitting inside R1πH˚OMH as the weight 1 part). So we
only need to keep track of first order information in the normal direction. We now claim that,

for any ∆ P R1πH˚pΩ
1
MH{S

q which restricts to r∆ P R1πe˚pΩ
1
M{Sq the following diagram is

commutative:

(40)

πe˚ Sym2 TM{S R1πe˚TM{S

πH˚OMH R1πe˚Op1q

πH˚Ω
1
MH{S

πH˚TMH{S R1πH˚OMH

Y2r∆

d

–

ω
–

Y∆
restrict

In [Hit90a, page 379] this was shown using holomorphic Darboux coordinates on the total
space of TM{S , coming from (holomorphic) coordinates on M. The reasoning does not strictly
speaking need the latter choice though, and it suffices to work with a local trivialisation of TM{S .
In this sense it also goes through in an algebraic context, as follows. Let Ui be a covering of M by
open affines, such that TM{S

ˇ

ˇ

Ui
is free. For a fixed i we choose generators e1, . . . , en of the latter.

These can also be understood as functions f1, . . . , fn on T ˚M{S

ˇ

ˇ

Uγ
. If we denote the dual sections

to e1, . . . , en as e1, . . . , en, then we can interpret their pull backs as one-forms on the total space
of T ˚M{S

ˇ

ˇ

Uγ
. The tautological one-form θ on the total space of T ˚M{S can now be written locally

as θ “
ř

α fαe
α, and the canonical symplectic form is therefore ω “ ´dθ “

ř

α dfα ^ eα. If a

section of πe˚ Sym2 TM{S is locally written as G “
ř

α,β G
αβeαd eβ (with the Gαβ P OUi), then

the corresponding element of πH˚OMH can be written as
ř

α,β G
αβfαfβ. The corresponding

Hamiltonian vector field (with respect to ω) in πH˚ is locally written as

´
ÿ

α,β,γ

eγpG
αβqfαfβh

γ ` 2
ÿ

α,β

Gαβfαeβ,

(where, with a slight abuse of notation, we denote by e1, . . . , en, h
1, . . . , hn the elements of the

basis of TMH{S dual to e1, . . . , en, df1, . . . , dfn). After taking the cup product with ∆ (which we

represent by a Čech cohomology class with respect to the open covering T ˚Ui{S), and restricting

to Op1q, this gives indeed 2GY r∆. We conclude by applying this to ∆ “ rLs, in which case the
‘bottom path’ of (40) is given by a component of the isomorphism Ψ. �

Corollary C.2.6. The map Φ from (15) is an isomorphism.
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Proof. This follows immediately by combining Proposition C.2.2, Proposition C.2.5, and Propo-
sition 4.7.1. �

Finally, as a corollary we also get the final fact we need in the proof of the flatness of the Hitchin
connection (Theorem 4.8.2):

Lemma C.2.7. The map µLk is injective.
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